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THE THEOSOPHICAL BOX - Koshish Karunga 

How can we reach the general community effectively 
with the healing perspectives of Theosophy? 
Obviously the Internet springs to mind, but most of us 
don’t have the means or the time to write articles and 
place them on the internet.  

A friend had a very simple but effective method of 
starting conversations on theosophical subjects. He 
made a simple wooden box painted black with the 
words ‘Theosophy Rocks’ painted in green on it. He 
then put it on a coffee table in the centre of his lounge 
room. There was nothing in the box, but when visitors 
came to his house, people would invariably go up and look inside the box. They’d 
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ask: ‘What does the word ‘Theosophy’ mean?’, and, ‘Why isn’t there anything in the 
box?’ Right away a meaningful discussion started on Theosophy and led onto 
theosophical perspectives on subjects of interest to his visitors. 

What a great idea I thought! So I tried my own version of it. I simply placed two 
copies of our magazine, ‘Sunrise: Theosophical Perspectives’, on the passenger’s 
seat of my car. It is amazing how many theosophical conversations these two 
magazines started! I also started to take, Sunrise, with me when I visited the doctor, 
the dentist, and at other regular appointments. This lead to amazing some 
discussions on theosophical subjects in the doctor’s waiting room, and with my 
dentist – but, such meaningful discussions were rather difficult when he was using 
the drill! 

What I’m trying to say is that it doesn’t have to be a complicated or grandiose 
gesture to start theosophical discussions. One doesn’t have to give lengthy 
theosophical lectures or write complicated philosophical articles to encourage people 
to open their souls to discussions of subjects dear to their hearts.  

Often the simplest methods are the most effective at the grassroots level to 
commence the process of exploring the great laws of life - like Karma and 
Reincarnation. Once started people can go on from there to explore the endless 
perspectives of the Ancient Wisdom on any aspect of life.  

It’s amazing what the ‘Right Word’ at the ‘Right Moment’ can do!  

– Koshish Karunga, Melbourne, Australia. 

11 The right word spoken at the right time is as beautiful as gold apples in a 
silver bowl.  
 
12 A wise warning to someone who will listen is as valuable as gold earrings 
or fine gold jewellery.  
 
13 Trustworthy messengers refresh those who send them, like the coolness of 
snow in the summertime. – Proverbs 25: 11-13. 
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‘IF YOU DON’T FEEL IT – YOU CAN’T HEAL IT’ - EMPATHY & COMPASSION – 
Compiled by Andrew Rooke. 
 
Why me? We are tempted to ask ourselves this question whenever suffering comes 
knocking at our door.  Our first reaction naturally is – Pain – and the desire to avoid 
it. But let’s take a moment to consider the value of suffering and trial in our lives.  
 
Buddhists tell us that we shouldn’t expect a life without challenge as the ‘Three 
Awakening Sights’ – Disease, Old Age and Death – are our greatest friends in 
awakening our spiritual awareness. How? Because these outwardly unpleasant 
realities enable us to understand and empathize with the sufferings of others. In this 
way we have the opportunity to develop Compassion because we know what it is like 
to suffer ourselves and therefore we want to save others from this fate. As the old 
saying goes: “If you don’t feel it, you can’t heal it.” – both for ourselves and for 
the world. 
 

Empathy & Compassion- Definitions: The very 
words ‘Empathy’ and ‘Compassion’ provide the key to 
understanding this process. The English word 
Empathy is derived from the ancient Greek word 
εμπάθεια (empatheia, meaning "physical affection or 
passion").  This, in turn, comes from εν (en, "in, at") 
and πάθος (pathos, "passion" or "suffering").  

Compassion, is derived from the Latin com with + pati 
to bear, suffer] Literally then, the capacity of ‘feeling 
with’, sympathetic understanding; the feeling of one’s 
unity with all that is, resulting in an “intimate magnetic 
sympathy with all that is.”  

 
Empathy and Compassion are the key qualities enabling us to be sincerely 
motivated to help others without thought of reward in a suffering world and to 
maintain the desire to continue that help on into the future ages which are required 
for enough people to change inwardly to outwardly make a better world. 
 
The Good Life? Consider the life of a person who lives 
comfortably all the time without many challenges and 
setbacks, ie. the ideal life painted in magazines and TV 
programs of material wealth and well-being.  
 
What if we were to have such an easy life and didn’t 
have any difficult experiences? Surely we would then 
become ‘Colourless’ people who couldn’t easily identify 
with the majority of people and therefore would not 
make the effort to heal ourselves and the world.  
 
This, in fact, is often the case for many people living in 
comfortable ‘first-world’ situations such as prevails for 
most people in Australia.  We may be tempted to 
remain isolated from the suffering of the majority of 
humanity – ‘Us and Them Syndrome’.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pathos
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Or we may become exhausted by continually being asked to contribute to the efforts 
of those organisations, like the Salvation Army, trying to help out  – ‘Compassion 
Fatigue’. 
 
Psychological studies of how ordinary people can inflict horror on others: 
Psychologists have studied the effects on human behaviour of becoming remote 
from the suffering of others.  Three famous psychological studies spring to mind 
which have had an enormous impact on our understanding of how ordinary people 
can be capable of inflicting horrors on other people during wars and in other stressful 
situations.  
 
Zimbardo Prison Study: Psychological scientist 
Philip Zimbardo, a professor emeritus at Stanford 
University and president of the Heroic Imagination 
Project, uncovered the demon inside with 
devastating, and unexpected consequences.  
In the 1960s he set up some pioneering studies 
where psychology students role-played prison 
guards and prisoners in a make-believe prison over 
a three day period.  
Physically and psychologically normal and healthy 
people role-playing uniformed ‘prison-guards’ and under the orders of a brutal 
administration (Zimbardo himself) rapidly became sadistic and brutalised the 
‘prisoners’.  

 
Professor Zimbardo is famous for this Prison Study and his authorship of various 
introductory psychology books and textbooks for college students, including notably 
The Lucifer Effect (how good people turn evil) and The Time Paradox. 

 
The Milgram Obedience Experiment: In the 
1960s and 70s, Stanley Milgram, a Yale 
psychology professor, designed a series of studies 
on obedience to authority, using a “teacher” and a 
“learner.”  
 
The “teacher” was supposed to inflict an imaginary 
electric shock on the “learner” if an answer was 
incorrect, starting at 15 volts and going up to 450 
volts, increasing the shock each time the “learner” 

missed a word in the list. The ‘teachers’ were told that the electric shocks were real. 
 
Ultimately 65% of all of the “teachers” punished the “learners” to the maximum 450 
volts which would cause death if a real charge was administered! 
 
The Asch Conformity Study: These studies reflect the findings of Solomon Asch 
an American psychologist. Seeking to discover why ordinary people could inflict 
dreadful suffering during World War II, Asch found in his famous experiment of 1951, 
that people when pressured by a peer group and knowing answers they gave were 
wrong, still went along with the group. 
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Asch measured the number of times each participant 
conformed to the majority view.  On average, about 
one third (32%) of the participants who were placed in 
this situation went along and conformed with the 
clearly incorrect majority on the critical trials. Over the 
12 critical trials, about 75% of participants conformed 
at least once, and 25% of participants never 
conformed. In the control group, with no pressure to 
conform to confederates, less than 1% of participants 
gave the wrong answer. 
 
Why did the participants conform so readily?  When 
they were interviewed after the experiment, most of 

them said that they did not really believe their conforming answers, but had gone 
along with the group for fear of being ridiculed or thought "peculiar."  A few of them 
said that they really did believe the group's answers were correct. 
 
Apparently, people conform for two main reasons: because they want to fit in with 
the group (normative influence) and because they believe the group is better 
informed than they are (informational influence). 
 
Asch found that the majority of people can be manipulated by peer group pressure to 
do things they know are wrong! 
 
Good and Evil Within: These 
studies show that when we 
are remote from the suffering 
of others, or pressured by 
those in authority, most 
people are capable of 
identifying with their ‘Lower 
Self’ and are therefore quite 
capable of inflicting suffering 
and even death upon other 
people. 
 
However, we should not lose sight of the fact that most people can also make the 
choice of identifying with their ‘Higher Self’ and providing Empathy, Love, and 
Compassion for others given the right external leadership and inner motivation.  
 
The Patience of Job: The Biblical Book of Job certainly reflects this theme: 
The “richest man in the East”, Job had had everything stripped from him by God as a 
test of his Faith - his wealth, his children, and even his health.  
 
With unswerving faith in God, Job tried to make sense of what was happening to 
him. Perhaps this is what is meant by 'the Patience of Job' which is certainly required 
of all of us sometimes in dealing with life’s challenges, or most certainly when 
actively treading the spiritual Path. 
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‘Be not afraid of Sorrow and Trial’: Theosophical writer G de Purucker reflects this 
universal dilemma with the following advice: 
 
 “…Be not afraid of sorrow; be not afraid of trial. They are our best friends; and see 
what a manly doctrine this is. It is a doctrine of compassion; it is broad-minded, it is 
human, it is humane, it is sympathetic, it is full of wisdom and quiet peace.  
The heart which has never been wrung with sorrow has no fellow-feeling for others. 
The mind which has never been tormented with sorrow and doubt has a veil before 
it. Sorrow and doubt awaken us, quicken our intellects, open our hearts, and expand 
our consciousness; and it is sorrow, suffering, sickness, and pain, which are 
amongst the gentle agents, the merciful ministers, of the evolutionary process.  
The man whose heart has never been wrung with sorrow cannot understand the 
sorrows of others. The man who has never sorrowed, knows no greatness. He is 
neither great in heart or mind. Greatness, ethical majesty, spiritual and intellectual 
power, spring forth from trial.” from Studies in Occult Philosophy page 709. 
 
A Christian Prayer for Empathy & Compassion: A Christian friend offered the 
following prayer which is in another way of saying:  “If you don’t feel it, you can’t heal 
it”: 
 
May God bless you with discomfort 
At easy answers, half-truths, and superficial 
relationships, 
So that you may live deep within your heart. 
May God bless you with anger 
At injustice, oppression and exploitation of people. 
So that you may work for justice, freedom and peace. 
May God bless you with tears 
To shed for those who suffer pain, rejection, hunger, 
and war, 
So that you may reach out the hand of comfort to them 
And turn their pain to joy. 
And may God bless you with enough foolishness 
To believe that you can make a difference in the world, 
So that you can do what others claim cannot be done 
To bring justice and kindness to all our children and the poor. 
Amen.   
 
Where does the Path of Empathy and Compassion ultimately lead? According 
to Mahayana Buddhist tradition there are two paths in spiritual endeavor. The one is 
called the Path for Oneself, (Pratyeka Yana) and the other, the Deathless Path or the 
Path of Compassion (Amrita Yana). The Path for Oneself is that followed by all who 
seek salvation for themselves — whose most ardent devotees usually yearn to enter 
some type of life whereby they may leave the turmoil and distraction of earthly 
existence and attain nirvana quickly. The other is the ancient Path of Compassion, 
steep and thorny, which is trod by those who would follow in the footsteps of the 
Christ and the Buddha: the path of altruistic endeavour which seeks wisdom solely 
that truth and light might be shared with all.  
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Choices on the Spiritual Path: The path of matter tends downward; though we are 
involved in its atmosphere, there are very few indeed who follow the pull downward 
to the exclusion of all else. The path of spirit is up and forward always, toward the 
divinity within. The choice between matter and spirit therefore is clear, regardless of 
how often we fail to realize our aspirations for the permanent values.  
However, in spiritual things there will likewise come a forking of the way: either to 
follow the path for ourselves, or for others.  
 
Boddhisattva: One Whose Essence is Compassion: This concept is well known 
in the Orient, particularly in those countries where Buddhism has been firmly 
established for centuries; and that is the reason the populace, by tradition, hold the 
Bodhisattvas in far greater reverence than they do the Buddhas. To them, the 
Bodhisattva is one who has reached the point where she/he could step across the 
chasm of darkness into Nirvana, omniscience, peace or wisdom, however you care 
to describe it, but she/he refuses so that she/he might stay behind until the last of 
his/her brothers can cross over with him. A Buddha, however, is one who, having 
reached the portal, sees the light ahead and enters nirvana, achieving his well-
earned bliss. In Japan, China and those parts of India where Buddhism has taken 
root, you will find numerous carvings of Bodhisattvas. The ideal of compassion is 
perpetuated in a few of these statues by the right hand of Bodhisattva reaching 
toward the wisdom and light and beauty of nirvana; while the left hand leans 
downward toward mankind, in a compassionate gesture of benevolence.  

 
Kwan-Yin: Goddess of Mercy and Friend of Mankind: 
In Japan, Korea, Tibet, and China, the Boddhisattva, 
Kwan Yin, is the beloved personification of compassion. 
Images of her can be found in homes, temples, and 
within thousands of shrines and grottoes beside roads 
and shaded pools. People of all ages bring gifts of 
flowers and fruit, but not in supplication. There is no need 
for that. Kwan Yin, like a wise and loving parent knows 
and does what is best; does it with gentle guidance and 
never needs to punish or coerce. Of all the world's great 
gods, she is undoubtedly the kindest and most giving. 
Innumerable folktales describe her beneficence and each 
in its way inspires to noble action. Like her, devotees 
seek to help others by giving of themselves, and of 
whatever they have. Like her, they avoid causing pain to 
any other being for, as they say:  

 
‘When a worm is crushed, all beings are crushed; When a single bee sucks honey, 
all beings in the myriad universes suck honey.’ 
 
To the humble she is goddess, mother figure, friend, guide, and protector; to the 
philosophical she represents the divine force of compassion that not only pervades 
the cosmos, holding all together in harmonious accord, but also manifests in this 
world in various forms sometimes through the spiritual nature of one or a series of 
great men and women. Devotees claim they often feel her nearness, or see her in 
person. Whether this presence is physical or a subtle thought form perceived by 
mystic vision, who can say? According to tradition Kwan Yin had been an ordinary 
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person who had followed the Path of Wisdom and Service until after many 
incarnations she reached the supreme goal, Nirvana. Pausing a moment at the 
threshold, she heard, rising from the world, a great wail of woe, as if all the rocks and 
trees, insects, animals, humans, gods and demons, cried out in protest that so 
virtuous a one should depart from their midst. Without a second thought this noble-
hearted soul turned back, determined to remain until every being without exception 
should precede her into Nirvana. 
 
When the time of choice comes - Will we have the strength of Empathy and 
Compassion to follow her example? 
 
The Pledge of Kwan-Yin: “Never will I seek nor receive private, individual 
salvation; never will I enter into final peace alone; but forever and everywhere 
will I live and strive for the redemption of every creature throughout the 
world.” 
 

 
NEWS 
 
Australian News:  
 
Meetings in Melbourne for March through June 2018: 
 
Saturday, March 3rd, 2pm: Ghost Animals – Heathclyff St. 
James Deville. 
 
Tuesday, 6 March – Near Death Experience – Jenny Ryan. 
Tuesday, 13 March – Reincarnation: Where’s the Evidence? – 
Andrew Rooke. 
Tuesday, 20 March – Q & A on Karma – Andrew Rooke. 
Tuesday, 27 March – Psychic Powers: Real or Imaginary? – Paul Rooke. 
 
Saturday, April 7th, 2pm: Applying Theosophy to Daily Life: Attitude – Tony 
Downey. 
 
School Holidays: 30 March to 15 April – No classes for the Ancient Wisdom course. 
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Tuesday, 17 April – Love Thy Neighbor: Universal Brotherhood in Action – Andrew 
Rooke. 
Thursday, 19 April, 7.30pm -9.30pm: Lecture to SOFIA (Sea of Faith in Australia): 
The Inter-Life: What Modern Research Says Happens Between Lifetimes. – Andrew 
Rooke. Venue: Carlton Public Library: Meeting Room, 667 Rathdowne Street (corner 
Newry Street), North Carlton.  Melways Map: 2B J2. 
Tuesday, 24 April – Applying the Ancient Wisdom to Daily Life: Common Sense – 
Tony Downey. 
 
Saturday, May 5th, 2pm: The Assisted Ascent of Man: History of Civilizations, 
Science and Inventions – Jenny Ryan. 
 
Tuesday, 1 May – Hierarchies – Andrew Rooke. 
Tuesday, 8 May – Souls, Soul Groups, and Soul Mates – Andrew Rooke. 
Tuesday, 15 May – Heavens and Hells – Andrew Rooke. 
Tuesday, 22 May – An Attitude of Gratitude – Andrew Rooke. 
Tuesday, 29 May – The Ancient History of Mankind: Film – The Mysterious Origins 
of Man – Paul Rooke. 
 
Saturday, June 2nd, 2pm: The Mystery of Crop Circles – Paul Rooke. 
 
Tuesday, 5 June – The Two Paths – Andrew Rooke. 
Tuesday, 12 June – Knowledge of the Self – Andrew Rooke. 
Tuesday, 19 June – Families: Perspectives from the Ancient Wisdom – Andrew 
Rooke. 
Tuesday, 26 June – Dante’s Divine Comedy: Part 3: Paradise – Geoff Pascoe. 
 
School Holidays: 30 June to 15 July – No classes for the Ancient Wisdom course. 
 
New on the Theosophy Downunder Website: Our website is at: 
www.theosophydownunder.org Newly added articles include: Compassion and 
Empathy: ‘If You Can’t Feel it – You Can’t Heal It’ – Compiled by Andrew Rooke; 
Spirituality and Its Place in Counselling – Heathclyff St James Deville; The Great 
Year – Andrew Rooke. 
 
New in the Melbourne Library: the Theosophical Pasadena Library Centre is at 
664 Glenhuntly Rd, Caulfield South open on days of meetings or by special 
arrangement by phoning 0400942613. Books are available for loan to regular 
attendees at our meetings and U3A students attending the Ancient Wisdom course 
or by mail to members. The catalogue of books, and a list of the journals available in 
the library is on our website. Many thanks to those friends who have generously 
donated books to our Melbourne library, or the funds to buy new books. 
 
New in the library: Roza and Margarita Riaikkenen, edited by Andrew Rooke: 
Creator and Creators: Co-Creation with Nature: A Synthesis of Spiritual Philosophy 
and Science – two copies; S.Martin: The Cathars: the Rise and Fall of the Great 
Heresy; T.Luckona Educating for Character: How our Schools can Teach Respect 
and Responsibility; Raven Grimassi: Encyclopaedia of Wicca and Witchcraft; Robert 
Simpson: The Symphony 1: Haydn to Dvorak; Daniel Boyarin: Borderlines: the 

http://www.theosophydownunder.org/
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Partition of Judeo-Christianity; Elizabeth Haich: Initiation; Charles Swindoll: The 
Grace-Awakening. 

Online Books: most books published by our Society are available online at TUP 
Online: http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/ts/tup-onl.htm Resources include a 
wide range of electronic books on Theosophy, including books by Blavatsky, Judge, 
Tingley, Purucker, and many others; introductory manuals on theosophy; 
theosophical magazines and glossaries; material on the world's sacred traditions; 
and more. Copyrighted material in this site may be downloaded free of charge for 
personal use.  

International News of the Theosophical Society’s 
Activities:  
 
News from all Theosophical Societies World-Wide: a 
comprehensive quarterly survey of all theosophical 
organizations around the world is compiled regularly by 
Steven Otto in Germany. Theosophy World News (Sohne des 
Feures) is available quarterly in English language at: 
http://www.soehne-des-feuers.de/international-
theosophy-news 
 
Online Forum for Theosophy: Theosophy Forum is an online discussion group for 
theosophy operated within the US by Tapatalk. There is a huge variety of subjects 
for discussion with an emphasis on theosophical literature. Theosophy Forum 
welcomes new members at: 
https://www.tapatalk.com/groups/theosophy/index.php 

  
Exploring Theosophy: the Synthesis of Science, Religion and Philosophy: This 
website, maintained by David Pratt, features a wide selection of topics relating to 
theosophy. It is highly recommended for those readers seeking to relate 
theosophical teachings to the science, social, and historical developments of today: 
http://davidpratt.info 
 
International Websites & Contacts for the Theosophical Society Pasadena: 
 
International Headquarters: The Theosophical Society, Pasadena, has a 
comprehensive website, www.theosociety.org where a wide selection of online 
publications, information regarding the basic concepts, objectives and history of the 
society, correspondence courses and contact details of all the sections worldwide, 
are available. There are several new articles in languages other than English now 
available. The compilation: ‘Creation Stories in the Secret Doctrine’ has been 
recently added at: http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/ts/creation_stories.htm 
 
American Section: The website of the American Section is 
www.americansection.us The latest issue of the Section magazine, 21st Century 
Path, includes many interesting articles. Further literature can be ordered online 
through the Wizards Bookshelf. Branches of the American Section are located at 
San Diego, Great Lakes, MI (magazine Kali Yuga Rag), Northwest Branch, WA 
(website at: www.theosophy-nw.org, magazine: Theosophy Northwest View – now 

http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/ts/tup-onl.htm
https://www.tapatalk.com/groups/theosophy/index.php
http://www.theosociety.org/
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/ts/creation_stories.htm
http://www.theosophy-nw.org/
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ceased publication), and contacts in various parts of California. Contact addresses 
and email are all available in issues of 21st Century Path which is always available 
from our Melbourne library in print only. 
 
British Section: website: www.theosophical.org.uk Various articles are featured; 
correspondence courses as well as free online subscriptions to their newsletter 
Compass are offered. The latest issue of Compass for December 2017 features a 
beautiful letter from Grace F. Knoche about The Inner Meaning of Christmas. Back 
copies of the Compass from 2003 to Spring 2017 No. 34 edition can be viewed at 
the above website. For further information on the activities of the British section, 
please contact the National Secretaries: Pat & Sandy Powell, 43 Stephenson Grove 
Rainhill, Merseyside L35 9AB United Kingdom. Tel: 0151-352-5179 Email: ts-
uk@talktalk.net  
 
German Section: For our German-speaking readers, the comprehensive German 
website provides information, contact details, discussion and study group schedules: 
www.theosophie.de 
 
The Netherlands Section: For our Dutch-speaking readers, the Netherlands 
Section’s website has a wide selection of translated, online publications; articles are 
collated according to topic, in addition to their excellent newsletter, Impuls, which is 
available in Dutch and English languages. A selection of audio books and 
PowerPoint presentations are now also available. Lectures and study groups are 
held in various towns in the Netherlands, as well as study groups via Skype. Courses 
are also offered and a guide is given in terms of topics and literature for self-study. 
For further information visit: http://www.theosofie.net 
 
European Theosophical Skype Study Classes: An invitation from our colleagues 
in The Netherlands to join them in a study of The Secret Doctrine by joining a 
meeting using Skype. Help with accessing the discussion can be given by contacting 
the group organiser direct; European Theosophical Skype Study Classes - Skype 
support team Mrs Marian de Keijzer & Mr Jelle Bosma Tel: +31 651 261542  
email: jellebosma@kpnmail.nl  
 
The Swedish Section: for their website go to: 
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sverige/index.htm  
For online literature in Swedish language visit: 
http://theosociety.org/Pasadena/sverige/TeosofiskaBokforlaget/index.htm  
 
South African Section: The latest Contact newsletter from the South African 

Section includes articles on A Season of Hope – Alice Yetman; ‘Do Well the Smallest 

Duty’ – Robert Treat; How Christ Got Into Christmas – Peter H. Samson; Obituary for 

Rudi Jansma. For general information and monthly meetings in the Gauteng area, 

contact Alice Yetman: 64 De Hoeve Rd Tel: 0027 12 654 3193 Eldoraigne Cell: 0027 

72 436 2014 Centurion 0157 Email: alice.yetman@gmail.com Contact person in 

the greater Durban area: Grant Halliday, tel: 031 702 3411 (h); email: 

halliday@absamail.co.za Contact person in the Western Cape: Dewald Bester,tel: 

021 802 5608 (h); cell: 084 713 7706; email: besterdewald@gmail.com 

mailto:alice.yetman@gmail.com
mailto:besterdewald@gmail.com
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Science and Society News: 

Spiritual Backpackers Website: Sally Perkins has recently been in touch to tell us 
of a website that encourages us all to get out into the great outdoors as a spiritual 
experience. There are several articles on the spiritual aspects of travel, trekking and 
camping, as well as practical advice on camping and cycling equipment, including: 
How to awaken your Spirituality and Reconnect with the Natural World; 12 most 
inspiring spiritualist/psychic vacation destinations; and many others at: 
https://backpackerverse.com/awaken-spirituality-reconnect/ 

Ancient skull from China suggests humans did 
not just evolve from African ancestors: Most 
scientists believe all modern humans are descended 
from African ancestors. But a new analysis of an 
ancient Chinese skull found too many similarities to 
the earliest human fossils found in Africa to be a 
coincidence; maybe we didn’t all originate in Africa. 
Known as the Dali skull, it was discovered nearly 40 
years ago in China’s Shaanxi province. It belonged to 
a member of the early hominin species Homo erectus. 
Its facial structure and brain case are intact, despite 
being dated to around 260,000 years ago. The Dali 
skull is so old that archaeologists initially didn’t 
believe it could share features with the modern Homo 
sapiens. But Xinzhi Wu of the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences in Beijing believed that due to the overwhelming physical similarities, Homo 
erectus must have shared DNA with Homo sapiens. After decades of this idea being 
dismissed by mainstream academia, Wu and a colleague, Sheela Athreya of Texas 
A&M University, recently reanalyzed the Dali skull and found it may force us to 
rewrite our evolutionary history after all. It’s incredibly similar to two separate Homo 
sapiens skulls previously found in Morocco. Certain characteristics that we associate 
with modern Homo sapiens may have actually developed in East Asia, and were 
only later carried to Africa. We’ll still need further comparisons between the Dali skull 
and the Moroccan ones. But the implications are enormous; we’re talking about 
rewriting the origins of our species as we know it, reassessing how our ancestors 
migrated and interacted and subsequently evolved. More information is available at: 
http://www.newsweek.com/archaeology-skull-evolution-homo-sapiens-homo-
erectus-human-710973  

Recently discovered fossil evidence also indicates that modern humans were 
wandering out of Africa at least 180,000 years ago — some 60,000 years earlier 
than previously thought. The new migration date comes after ancient stone tools and 
part of a fossilised Homo sapiens jaw bone with teeth were discovered in a cave in 
northern Israel and announced in the journal Science in January 2018. Until now, the 
oldest evidence for modern humans outside Africa was only 90,000 to 120,000 years 
old. 

Organic Farming is Increasingly Popular: Organic Valley is a cooperative of 
organic farmers based in La Farge, Wisconsin, United States. The organic 
movement has happily gained a lot of ground. Organic Valley was founded in 

https://backpackerverse.com/awaken-spirituality-reconnect/
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ajpa.23305/abstract
http://www.newsweek.com/archaeology-skull-evolution-homo-sapiens-homo-erectus-human-710973
http://www.newsweek.com/archaeology-skull-evolution-homo-sapiens-homo-erectus-human-710973
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1988. Over the past year, the nation’s largest organic cooperative has grown to 
2,013 farmer-owners and posted record sales 
topping $1.1 billion.   

“We are what happens when idealists become 
farmers,” says Organic Valley. “We love what we 
do, we love who we do it for. Farming 
organically isn’t the easiest way but we know it’s 
the right way. If you ask us, cows are a lot like 
kids: the more time spent outside playing in the 
grass the better. We treat our animals and the 
Earth with care and respect, and it shines 
through in the quality of our organic products. 
We believe farming is both an art, and a 
science. We just choose not to make it a 
chemistry experiment.”  

“Because when you think about it, we’re not the only members of this coop. The 
people who buy our food are members. The animals, the plants, the soil, every living 
thing in the ecosystem are all members too. Organic Valley isn’t so much a place, as 
it is a belief in a better way. A belief that when we do what’s right for all of us, when 
we cooperate the good that comes out of it ripples outward.”  

More information available at: https://www.organicvalley.coop/why-organic-
valley/ 

Ancient European Language and Writing 
Deciphered: Scientists have been trying to 
decipher the mysterious "Phaistos Disk" ever 
since the 4,000-year-old clay disk was 
discovered in 1908 on the Greek island of 
Crete. But no one seems to have been able 
to translate the mysterious language 
inscribed on the disk, which dates back to 
1700 B.C. and the height of the Minoan 
civilization -- until now. Dr. Gareth Owens 
has figured out not only what the language 
sounded like but also some of the meaning it 
conveys.The disk can be read in a spiral 
direction from the outside rim to the inside. 
Using what previous studies have shown 
about Cretan hieroglyphics, and the scripts 
Minoan Linear A and Mycenaean Linear B 
from ancient Greece, the researcher was 
able to identify three key words: 

 IQEKURJA, which may mean "pregnant mother" and/or "goddess." 
 IQE, which may mean "mother" and/or "goddess" and which appears 

repeatedly on the disk. 
 IQEPAJE or IQE-PHAE, which may mean "shining mother" or "goddess." 

https://www.organicvalley.coop/why-organic-valley/
https://www.organicvalley.coop/why-organic-valley/
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Owens concluded that the disk may contain a prayer to a Minoan goddess. The 
Linear B script had not been able to be translated for more than a century and so 
now after so many years it looks like we shall get a fascinating insight into the 
language, religion, and culture of one of the oldest civilizations in Europe. Interesting, 
but not surprising, that the disk seems to be concerned with a Mother Goddess, an 
enduring theme of the ancient Greek culture perpetuated even now in the reverence 
for Mother Mary in many European cultures. More information is available at: 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/entry/ancient-cd-rom-phaistos-disk-
code_n_6055178 

 

THE FOUR SACRED SEASONS: Part 1: Winter Solstice and Spring Equinox – 
Condensed from G de Purucker’s book: The Four Sacred Seasons – full text 
available free on line at: 
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/4sacsea/4sacsea.htm 
 
What is Spiritual Initiation? There is a lot of talk these days about spiritual 
initiation, enlightenment, Ascended Masters, Masters of Wisdom, Mahatmas, etc… 
but what does it all really mean?  Is immediate enlightenment possible as advertised 
by several ‘New Age’ groups, or, is there a long slow road stretching ahead to 
spiritual achievement as many ancient traditions tell us?  
 
In The Ancient Wisdom, initiation is generally used in reference to entering into this 
long and winding road to the sacred wisdom under the direction of initiates in schools 
specially dedicated to this type of learning – The Mystery Schools. By the process of 
a series of tests, a student or candidate for initiation quickens the natural journey of 
spiritual evolution. The candidate thus anticipates the growth that will be achieved by 
ordinary humanity at a much later time, but at the price of discipline and strength of 
character beyond the reach of the majority of people at this stage of spiritual 
development.  
 
He or she unfolds from within their latent spiritual and intellectual powers, thus 
raising individual self-consciousness, and helping raise world consciousness 
thereby, to a higher level. The induction of such a candidate into the various and 
increasing grades or degrees was aptly spoken of as a ‘new birth’. Please see the 
diagram on page 23 for the seven stages of the initiatory journey. 
 
The Times of the Major Spiritual Initiations: the 
preparation for the major initiations is a continuous process 
of unfolding the potentials of the inner god within us all. We 
experience this process as living up to the best of ourselves 
in daily life. These qualities were/are recognized so to speak 
at the times of the major initiations which were/are 
determined by the earth’s orbit around the Sun, its 
orientation with the Sun, the other planets, and the Moon. 
The reason for this is essentially to facilitate the flight of the 
‘inner man’ to various ‘worlds’ where initiatory experiences 
are available.  
 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/entry/ancient-cd-rom-phaistos-disk-code_n_6055178
http://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/entry/ancient-cd-rom-phaistos-disk-code_n_6055178
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/4sacsea/4sacsea.htm
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The four major initiations were held at the Solstices (December and June) and the 
Equinoxes (March and September) being the ‘stations’ along the elliptical orbit of the 
Earth around the Sun. No doubt other astronomical influences from outside the solar 
system, such as our position in relation to the different constellations of the Zodiac, 
also played a part in the timing of initiation ceremonies.  
 
Major Christian festivals, principally Christmas and Easter, coincide with the ancient 
times of spiritual initiation. 
 
The illustration above is for the Northern Hemisphere.  
 
What About Us in the Southern Hemisphere? The information on the Solstices 
and Equinoxes refers to the Northern and Southern hemispheres of the Earth at the 
time they experience their seasons, ie. at the opposite times of the year to each 
other. This is because initiation has to do with how the Sun is affecting any part of 
the earth and all the life forms inhabiting that part of the earth.  So the spiritual 
"currents" from the Sun depend on how the Sun is affecting the earth and nature at 
the time these currents are felt on any particular part of the Earth.   
 
So, in my view, for the Southern Hemisphere, we could say: Birth at the Winter 
Solstice (June 21st), the beginning of the year; Adolescence -- trials and their 
conquest -- at the Spring Equinox (September 21st); Adulthood, full-blown strength 
and power, at the Summer Solstice (December 21st), representing a period of 
initiation when the Great Renunciation is made; Death: and then closing with the 
Autumnal Equinox (March 21st), the period of the Great 
Passing." 
Winter Solstice: the ‘Great Birth’: The mystic year 
contains four seasonal points, and that these four 
seasons in their cycle are symbolic of the four chief 
events of progress of initiation. We’ll look at these in 
greater detail soon but in summary:  
 
First, that of the Winter Solstice, which event is also called 
the ‘Great Birth’, when the aspirant brings to birth the god 
within him and, for a time at least, becomes temporarily at 
one therewith in consciousness and in feeling; a birth 
which indeed is the birth of the inner Buddha born of the 
spiritual solar splendour, or the birth of the mystic Christos. 
 
At the time of the Winter Solstice, there are two main degrees which neophytes or 
initiants must pass through: The fourth degree, and the seventh or last: the fourth for 
less great men, although they are great men nonetheless; and the last or seventh 
initiation, coming at rare intervals being the birth of the Buddhas and of the Christs.  
 
The Fourth Initiation: During the initiation of those individuals of less grandiose 
spiritual and intellectual capacity than is the human material out of which the 
Buddhas are born, during this fourth initiation, the postulant is taught to free himself 
from all the trammels of mind and from the lower four principles of his constitution; 
and being thus set free he passes along the magnetic channels or circulations of the 
universe, even to the portals of the Sun, but there and then he stops and returns. 
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Three days usually are the time required for this, and then the man arises a full 
initiate, but with a realization that ahead of him are still loftier peaks to scale on that 
lonely path, that still path, that small path, leading to divinity.  
 
The Seventh Initiation: This occurs in a cycle lasting some 2,160 human years, the 
time which it takes for a zodiacal sign to pass through a constellation backwards into 
the next constellation. 
 
When the planets Mercury and Venus, and Sun and Moon and Earth are lined-up 
then the freed monad of the lofty neophyte can pass along the magnetic pathway 
through these bodies and continue direct to the heart of the Sun. For fourteen days 
the man left on Earth is as in a trance, or walks about in a daze, in a quasi-stupor; for 
the inner part of him, the real part of him, is peregrinating through the spheres.  
Two weeks later, during the light half of the lunar cycle or month, that is, when the 
moon stands full, his peregrinating monad returns rapidly as flashing thought along 
the same pathway by which it ascended to Father Sun, retaking to itself the 
habiliments which it dropped on each planet as it passed through it.  
 
Then for a while, the neophyte's whole being is irradiated with the solar spiritual 
splendour, and he is a Buddha just "born." All his body is in flaming glory, as it were; 
and from his head, and from back of his head especially there is an aura or rays of 
glory like a crown. It is because of this that crowns in the Occident and diadems in 
the East were formerly worn by those who had passed through this degree, for they 
are Sons of the Sun, crowned with the solar splendour.  
 
The Spring Equinox: The Great Temptation: Then, 
second, comes the period or event of esoteric 
adolescence at the Spring Equinox, when in the full 
flush of the victory gained at the Winter Solstice, and 
with the marvellous inner strength and power that come 
to one who has thus achieved, the aspirant enters upon 
the greatest temptation, except one, known to human 
beings, and prevails; and this event may be called the 
Great Temptation. With this initiation at the time of the 
Spring Equinox the Avataras are particularly concerned, 
forming as they do one of the lines of activity — a god-
line, in fact — of the Hierarchy of Compassion and 
Splendour, although the Avataras are outside the circle of temptation except insofar 
as concerns the human portion of them. 
 
The initiations which take place at the time of the Spring Equinox include:  
 

• the passing through trials and an ultimate resurrection from the personal man 
of the god within and an ascension into the spiritual realms, at least for a time, 
of the initiant's percipient consciousness.  

 
• the descent of the neophyte-initiant, however grand his spiritual stature may 

be, into the Underworld, into those very real but to us utterly invisible realms 
of space which have their being in cosmic reaches still more material than our 
gross sphere of physical substance.  
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Just as at certain times in the progress of cosmic 
destiny a certain divinity leaves its own luminous 
realms in order to "descend," or more accurately to 
transfer a portion of its own divine essence, into the 
world of men for the purpose of aiding and helping 
erring mankind,(the descent of Avataras) so exactly 
does the neophyte-initiant descend or transfer his 
percipient consciousness into the Underworld in 
order to learn and also to help the denizens of 
those gloomy spheres.  
 
What the gods from their lofty height do in this 

connection to help us, this do likewise these great men in spheres below our own. 
 
 – Condensed from G de Purucker’s book  ‘The Four Sacred Seasons’ 
available free on line at: 
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/4sacsea/4sacsea.htm 
with additional comments by Andrew Rooke, Melbourne, Australia.  

 
Next issue: The Four Sacred Seasons: Part 2: Summer Solstice and 
Autumn Equinox. 
 
 
Go your own way, on the path you select for yourself, corresponding to your 
innermost inclinations. Don’t accept any statement because I made it. Even if it 
is true a hundred times over, it is still not your truth, it is not your experience, 
and it will not belong to you. Bring truth into being, and then it will belong to 
you. Regard the lives of those who have achieved truth only as proof that the 
goal can be reached.’ – Elizabeth Haich from her book Initiation (2000 ed.)  
 
BOOK REVIEWS: 
 

Creator and Creators: Co-Creation with Nature: A 
Synthesis of Spiritual Philosophy and Science by Roza 
and Margarita Riaikkenen. Edited by Andrew Rooke. John 
Hunt Publishing (Axis Mundi Books), 2018. ISBN: 978-
1785357053. Reviewed by Paul Rooke. Two copies are 
available for loan from our Melbourne library. The cost to buy 
is $35 and the book is now available from the Theosophical 
Bookshop, 128 Russell Street Melbourne. Also available 
online via Amazon, Indiebound, Barnes & Noble, etc. 
 
This book is written by Australian authors with a Russian 
background. It is therefore quite understandable that they 
draw much of their inspiration from Russian spiritual thinkers. 
The authors make frequent reference to the works of 
HPBlavatsky (Theosophy), Helena Roerich (Agni Yoga), and 
Alexander Naumkin (Kalagia). Using these sources, their 
writings cover the development of Russian spiritual thinking as 

http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/4sacsea/4sacsea.htm
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it matured from 1875 to 1993.  
 
This span of time has also seen an exponential growth in the development of 
scientific thinking. Coupled with this, science has seen a movement away from an 
unquestioned belief in its classic materialistic methods, to a much more open-minded 
approach to the role which philosophical disciplines might play in our scientific 
understanding of the Universe as a whole. The writers develop this theme of 
interfacing science with, for want of a better term, ‘New Age’, spiritual thinking. 
 
However, their approach to spiritual thinking is anything but ‘faddish’ and ‘New Age’. 
Their thesis is based on the Theosophical notion of an ultimately ‘Unknowable 
Source’ (see article by Don Shepherd on page 26 of this issue on The Secret 
Doctrine: The One Principle) expressing Itself through a series of inter-penetrating 
planes of consciousness in the form of a Multiverse created from its own energies. 
 
The book begins by stating that the Creation is a Holographic process. This is a 
process of creation in energy and light, a process whereby the Spiritual Source 
divides its fundamental energies into working components of Manifest Life of all 
forms. This enables the process of Co-Creation to take place. The Ultimate Spiritual 
Source learns from its Creation, and its Creation simultaneously learns about its 
Ultimate Source. The process begins in the initial chaos of involution into Matter, and 
concludes in the beauty and harmony of completed evolution into Spirit. The authors 
re-affirm their point of view with frequent reference to the three principle sources of 
spiritual literature upon which they base their work, ie. Theosophy, Agni Yoga, and 
Kalagia. However, the fundamental basis of their work lies in the authors’ spiritual 
and daily life experiences in Russia and Australia. 
 
After explaining the holographic nature of the Universe and the process of 
manifestation in some detail, the authors continue on to examine the ways in which 
commonly manifest phenomena accord with the scientific principles of holographic 
manifestation. 
 
They discuss manifestation both in nature and in the human body. In this section of 
the book they elaborate on the role of ideal archetypes in the creative process. 
These archetypes embody ultimate perfection and the challenge is for the imperfect 
material life-forms to replicate the perfection embodied in these archetypes in their 
respective planes of consciousness. The authors then take a brave step forward to 
look at the ways in which the human embryo materializes from its Spiritual sources. 
Relevant sciences in the fields of physics, botany and biology are frequently and 
coherently referenced throughout this section of the book.  Predictably, many of the 
scientists whose works are discussed are of Russian origin. 
 
The book also has a strong practical emphasis. This emerges particularly in the last 
chapter. The authors state that the ultimate aim of this creative process is to re-
harmonize Spirit’s Creation with its Ultimate Source. This is done by acquiring 
wisdom through the development of loving experience in all the aspects of our lives. 
Along with the development of this loving wisdom comes greater personal power. 
The challenge is to use this increased personal power in the cause of initiating, 
developing, and expanding harmony and beauty throughout the Universe. There is a 
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responsibility on all of us to continue to do this throughout our infinite spiritual 
journey.  
 
This book is challenging reading. In fact, one could say it is almost a meditative 
experience! It is something to be read, absorbed, and then embraced for further 
study and contemplation. It is a brave, and in my opinion, a very successful attempt 
to demonstrate the truth that Spirit and Matter are a Unity and that both Science and 
Philosophy are intertwined in helping us to understand more about this Unity. I 
strongly recommend this book to all committed Seekers. – Reviewed by Paul Rooke, 

Melbourne, Australia. 

A quote from Creator and Creators by Roza and Margarita Riaikkenen, edited 
by Andrew Rooke:  

"…We humans are conscious observers and can affect the phenomenon we 
observe. In this way we are co-creators with Nature. Consciously or otherwise, 
everyone is creating and co-creating with Nature. Perhaps, when the majority 
of people will understand that they can create their world this way, they will 
stop fighting for a piece of the Earth. They will understand the Earth as a 
living, conscious, manifested hologram of reality. They will learn to respect 
and endorse others in their unique ability to create Beauty. And this will stop 
the wars and conflicts that presently afflict our world…” from: Co-Creation of 
Beauty Begins From Responsibility – Creator and Creators, page 58. 

Expanding Horizons: Exploring Spiritual Values in Today’s 
World by James A. Long. 2nd edition. Theosophical University 
Press, 2015. ISBN: 978-155700234. Copies available for loan from 
our Melbourne library and for purchase through Amazon online 
bookstore. The full text is also available free online at: 
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/exphoriz/ex-hp.htm 
 
This book, along with, The Ocean of Theosophy, by William Quan 
Judge and, To Light a Thousand Lamps, by Grace Knoche, is 
amongst the very best introductory books to Theosophy.  Written 
mostly in the form of a dialogue with various young peoples’ groups, 
the author, James A. Long, a former Leader of our Theosophical 
Society, answers many of the questions we would all like to ask of a 
spiritual mentor: Does God Exist?, Karma and Reincarnation, What 
Happens After Death?, The Golden Rule, Choices on the Spiritual 
Path, Good and Evil, Psychic vs. Spiritual Development, The Plus and Minus of 
Regret, Conscience and Intuition, God, God’s Will, and Predestination, and many 
other burning questions of this, or any Age.  
 
The answers are given in straightforward and common sense language devoid of 
complicated jargon and ‘New Age-isms’ in a refreshing style that calls upon the 
reader to be as equally balanced and sincere in our approach to spiritual questions 
as the distinguished author. In every answer there is a combined wealth of life 
experience and erudition setting the tone for our endeavours in the Theosophical 
Society today.  
 

http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/exphoriz/ex-hp.htm
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Expanding Horizons is not just for enquirers but it can be usefully employed as a 
reference book for experienced theosophical workers to anchor their efforts in real-
life issues rather than just intellectualisms. It provides a wealth of subjects for 
theosophical study sessions with thoughtful and informed comment to stimulate 
discussion with theosophical seekers.  
 
I found that Expanding Horizons is very similar in style to the works of William Quan 
Judge in demonstrating a great depth of theosophical teaching/knowledge with 
simple sincere explanations. As with the works of William Quan Judge, this book 
calls upon theosophical workers to focus on the basics of our endeavour, especially 
theosophical teachings on Karma and Reincarnation, which can make a real 
difference to people’s daily lives and future directions.  

Originally published in 1965, this theosophic classic was republished in a second 
edition in December 2015. The new edition has a new cover photograph, been reset 
in new type, but is paginated the same as the First Edition. Editorial changes are 
minimal -- mostly modernizing spellings, capitalization, punctuation, and some dated 
terminology. 

Expanding Horizons is highly recommended, not only for enquirers new to 
Theosophy, but as a constant reference for experienced theosophical workers in the 
field. – review by the Editor. 

A quote from Expanding Horizons: “…The wonderful part of it all is that our 
very mistakes are often our greatest teachers, for no one reaches a significant 
outcome except through conquest of failure. We need never be afraid therefore 
to make mistakes, for the light that will follow our learning from error will help 
us on the roadway of our future. Thus one teaches himself and, if the motive is 
sincere, when he slips, instead of falling with his face in the shadow and with 
darkness ahead, he falls with his face toward the sun…” page 106. 

A SENSE OF HUMOUR: the principle founder of the Theosophical Society, HP 
Blavatsky, once said that the three most important qualities in esoteric study are, 
“Common sense, A Sense of Humour - and then more Common Sense!” Let’s pause 
in our studies for a laugh every now and then! 

Just for a Laugh: 
 
Did you hear about the new restaurant called ‘Karma’? There’s no menu: You get 
what you deserve! 
 
Why did the chicken go to a séance? To get to the other side. 
 
Why don’t scientists trust atoms? Because they make up everything. 
 
What do you call a parade of rabbits hopping backwards? A receding hare-line. 
 
What is the difference between a cat and a comma? A cat has claws at the end of 
paws; A comma is a pause at the end of a clause. 
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What did the Tin-Man say when he was run over by a steam roller? ‘Curses, foil 
again!’ 
 
What did the bald man exclaim when he received a comb for a present? ‘Thanks…I’ll 
never part with it!’ 
 
Cartoon Corner: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
 
Do Theosophists Believe in God? 
 
This question arises occasionally at our meetings in Melbourne. Former Leader of 
our Theosophical Society, James A. Long, was once asked this same question at a 
meeting with a Young Peoples’ Church Group, and he answered as follows: 
 
“… Do I believe in God? That all depends on what you mean by God. If you mean, 
do I believe in a Personal God, a Deity outside of man, then I would have to say that 
my belief in God extends far beyond the usual orthodox view. God has become for 
me that Divine Intelligence which is the background and foreground of all creation. In 
other words, to my mind nothing could exist except it were a part of God, an 
expression of that divine force. Using our Christian terminology, this is what seems 
true to me: 
 
First, that the waters of space of Genesis not only are boundless and infinite, but are 
the divine Source of manifested creatures;  
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Second, that when God or the Elohim breathed on the Waters of Space the Void 
became a Fullness, and God burst forth from the darkness on the face of the Deep 
into Light – and a universe with its hosts of life forms came into being.  
 
Third, that because the Elohim (to use again the Hebrew term for Gods plural, not 
God singular) impregnated every atom of Space with the divine essence, every facet 
of the universe must be an expression, however infinitesimal, of God – which means, 
further, that every creature in the heavens and earth has the opportunity to become 
self-consciously God-like.  
 
Obviously such self-conscious at-one-ment with God isn’t accomplished in a day, but 
must take long ages through time and space until every aspect of God has had the 
chance to find expression in all the kingdoms. Then when the Great day comes, all 
that was emanated from the Darkness of the Void will once again be indrawn into the 
bosom of God for its period of rest…” – the late James, A. Long, Pasadena, USA. 
 
Seven Stages of Initiation, Seven Jewels of Wisdom, and Seven Paramitas:  
 
“…recently at one of the meetings in Melbourne we discussed the Four Sacred 
Seasons and the Seven Stages of Spiritual Initiation. The Seven Jewels of Wisdom 
and the Seven Paramitas were discussed as means to reach these exalted states of 
awareness.  
 
My question is whether there is any correlation between the different stages of 
initiation and the means to reach them, ie the Seven Jewels and the Seven 
Paramitas?...” The editor replies based on the writings of Scott J. Osterhage: 
 
This is a complex question and the best I can do is to refer you to an excellent article 
on this subject by Scott J. Osterhage, based on the writings of G de Purucker at: 
http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sunrise/49-99-0/th-gdpso.htm 
 
I have attempted to represent these ideas as a diagram below: 

http://www.theosociety.org/pasadena/sunrise/49-99-0/th-gdpso.htm
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A Possible Theosophical Explanation as to Why Whales Sometimes Beach 
Themselves:  
 
Following up on our last issue which included an article on ‘Mans’ Responsibility to 
the Animals’, Fred Pruyn has recently written speculating as to why whales maroon 
themselves on beaches and offering an explanation based on esoteric philosophy: 
 
From time to time we are all impressed, or rather depressed, with the massive 
beaching of whales and other creatures from the deep ocean that surround all the 
continents of the world. Many of us feel bad when we see the whales out of their 
element and find ourselves helpless spectators and wonder - why? Why do these 
noble mammals of the sea choose a seemingly suicidal end? Is it the increasing 
volume of marine traffic and the disturbing noise levels of today’s huge ships 
affecting all sea-creatures?  
 
Perhaps there is more happening than 
meets the eye. Remember how theosophical 
founder, HP Blavatsky, mentioned in her 
classic book, The Secret Doctrine, that 
animals of the seas sometimes managed to 
escape many of the great cataclysms that 
changed the face of the Earth. These 
regional and, at times, universal 
catastrophes occur cyclically over millions of 
years. In this way, many species of land 
animals became extinct, especially at the 
end of great cycles like Global Rounds or the 
Seven great Root –Races of Humanity. Well, 
the whales seem to have escaped so many 
misfortunes - until now, when they 
continually encounter the noisy human civilization of today. So are we humans really 
the Nemesis of these brave pilgrims of the deep? 
 
When looking for an answer we can conclude that perhaps ‘remembrance’ or 
‘reminiscence’ is the key to understanding this phenomenon. If whales did survive 
many of the catastrophic turning-points that changed the face of the Earth over large 
periods of time, it could well be that they have simply been following a route for 
thousands of years that has, in the meantime, disappeared because of the rising and 
sinking of land-masses. Perhaps they have not adapted to the radically changed 
landscape. Maybe they are like the Lemmings of Norway who don’t seem to realize 
that the Scandinavian continent nowadays ends abruptly at cliff-faces. The cliffs of 
Norway are part of the same landscape that formed a part of the antediluvian 
continent of Lemuria, so it is very, very, old and must have suffered much change in 
the many catastrophes since the continent of Lemuria dominated the world’s 
landscape.  
 
Further, doesn’t history also result in an aggregate of habits and instincts? So 
perhaps the whales follow a long-established habit of past ages and they ‘see’ dark 
blue water that still exists in the higher, invisible worlds, but no longer exists in the 
modern physical world. It is noteworthy to see that HP Blavatsky also pointed to the 
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fact that a candle which has just been extinguished in our physical world still has its 
bright flame burning in the higher planes or worlds. So why wouldn’t the continents 
be differently located on higher globes of our planetary chain? 
 
One might just as well ask: Why don’t we witness a massive beaching of whales 
every single day? Perhaps it is that the din generated by the engines of the massive 
ships that infest today’s seas and disturbs the whales’ ‘view’ beneath the waves. 
Perhaps through stress they turn mentally back to a happier time for the animal 
kingdom, long ago when the continents and their connecting seas were in different 
locations. Just like we humans do when we tend to let our thoughts fly off to happy 
times when we feel miserable. On the other hand, it could be that today’s whales are 
just the few remainders (in theosophy called: ‘Sistas’) of a very large stock, a life-
wave of many more whales, the majority of which are presently evolving on a higher 
much more spiritual invisible globe. Perhaps earth-bound whales could be in contact 
with them. Could that not also disturb their navigational skills here on Earth?  
 
Could the beachings be a strange behaviour as a result of stress? At present we, or 
at least I, do not know how if beings who are left behind, or chose to stay behind, as 
guardians for a new life-wave of arrivals in the future, can keep in contact? Perhaps 
they can and while communicating they make an error in navigational judgement? 
Just as we better not use a phone while at the wheel of the family car! 
 
Be that as it may, the answer may well yet be found in the stress to whales caused 
by the density of naval traffic afflicting the high-seas of the modern world. Perhaps 
for the sake of saving the whales of the future we will all have to go back to the olden 
says of a modern version of sailing ships, and sail the high seas principally using 
wind-power. Environmental degradation is forcing change in many parts of the world. 
So why not the way we humans travel over the seas, the precious home of myriads 
of other living creatures on this beautiful ‘blue marble’ planet floating in the blackness 
of space that is the shared home of whales and humanity? – Fred Pruyn, The 

Netherlands. 

The great religions all teach the priority of spiritual over material riches. They 
all teach the worth of the individual and his capacity to grow nearer to God. 
And they all agree on the principle of Unity, the unity of the universe, the unity 
of the human family. To this unity all men are taught that they belong. To help 
make progress toward it is a personal contribution that must come from each 
of us. – Edward R. Murrow. 
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THE SECRET DOCTRINE: THE ONE PRINCIPLE  -  Don Shepherd 
 
In The Secret Doctrine, H.P. Blavatsky outlined three fundamental propositions: the 
existence of One Principle under two aspects, the manifestation of numberless 
Universes, and the identification of every Soul with the Universal Oversoul.  
 
In looking at the first fundamental proposition, she described the One Principle as 
“Omnipresent, Eternal, Boundless, and Immutable.”1 Since it is boundless it is infinity 
of substance. Being immutable it lacks disintegration. As eternal it produces nothing. 
In its omnipresence no monadic point exists outside of it.  Random speculation on 
the One Principle may well be impossible, but direct cognition, inference and 
comparison from subsequent discursive reasoning are not.  While infinity itself is not 
a monad since it lacks individuality, the One Principle conceptualized as the 
substance of that infinity stretching to the limits of our imagination can be described 
as an unborn cosmic atom—a “giant atom of the Infinitude above.”2 Like the astral-
physical atoms of the manifested Universe that display themselves as both a wave 
and a particle, the unborn cosmic atom presents itself, as the latent design within 
those astral-physical atoms, in two ways: ultimate reality and conventional reality.  
Devoid of “all attributes,” ultimate reality is the emptiness of “Be-ness” whereas 
conventional reality is the fullness of dependence in finite manifested “Being.”3 The 
unborn cosmic atom is labelled a “principle” precisely because it impresses its 
characteristic of Be-ness and Being as the one universal law throughout the fabric of 
itself. While the search to understand the One Principle can never end, it can begin 
with an exploration into these two aspects of the unborn cosmic atom.  
      
The Be-ness of the unborn cosmic atom is represented as the “unconditioned 
consciousness” of abstract Motion and the “bare subjectivity” of abstract Space.4 
Parabrahman is unconditioned consciousness; Mulaprakriti is bare subjectivity. Bare 
subjectivity, as a “conscious spiritual quality” that spreads like “a film” in the objective 
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world to give the appearance of motion to unconditioned consciousness, is the first 
moment of that apparent motion of self-grasping towards individual identity.5 
Individual identity is the arising of consciousness of beings within Being; it is the 
conventional and constructed reality of the human mind where everything exists 
interdependently. No human mind can exclude bare subjectivity from its “conception” 
since it is its root.6 But to conceive it is to bring the mind to a “blank” since it is 
“impossible to conceive anything without a cause.”7 In its Be-ness, Mulaprakriti is 
rootless and thus uncaused. Therefore, the human mind in this state of blankness 
views abstract Space as an immense void. Alternately, no human mind can conceive 
of bare subjectivity “by itself” because conventional reality is as much an aspect of 
the unborn cosmic atom as is ultimate reality.8 The human mind in this state views 
the appearance of abstract Motion as an immense moving fullness infilled with 
beings all dependent on their identities from one another. The “absolute abstraction” 
or “limitless void” of ultimate reality and the “conditioned fullness” or “mayavic 
perception” of conventional reality are the two ways in which the unborn cosmic atom 
presents itself.9  
      
This Be-ness of unconditioned consciousness and bare subjectivity develops in the 
“finite mind” into a “theological Trinity” because a ray of consciousness in the field of 
self-grasping breaks through the “dim and hazy” blankness of abstract Space to 
establish its identity as an active Soul within conventional reality.10 This abstract 
Space is Mulaprakriti, but it is also referred to as the Universal Oversoul. 
Mulaprakriti, as Space, is treated as both undifferentiated and differentiated because 
this ray of reflexive self-consciousness penetrates it.** Mulaprakriti becomes the 
basis for the active Soul because of the self-conscious explosion of manifest light 
from its own darkness. Similarly, the Universal Oversoul is treated as the 
combination of the “central point” of light that comes into view against the darkness 
of fathomless Space and the “dull black ground” itself that covers the “immaculate 
white disk” of the unconditioned consciousness of ultimate reality—the “Kosmos in 
Eternity.”11 On the one hand, the dull black ground is the “one true actuality” and the 
“basis and the root of light” for the shining central point, without which the “latter 
could never manifest itself, nor even exist.”12 In this case, the dark unmanifest aspect 
of the Universal Oversoul, like Brahma, “assumes another form, that of the Day”—or 
the lighted manifest aspect of the Universal Oversoul.13 This lighted manifest aspect 
is the active Soul. There are countless active Souls “manifesting and disappearing” 
as sparks of light against the blackened expanse of the latent Universal Oversoul.14 
As sparks from the darkness of the Universal Oversoul, every active Soul owes its 
“fundamental identity” to it.15 On the other hand, this darkness “in its radical, 
metaphysical basis” is the “subjective and absolute light” of the “immaculate white 
disk” beyond both the darkness and its central point.16 Thus, the theological Trinity in 
the “tenets of Eastern Occultism” is the immaculate white disk as unconditioned 
consciousness or the 1st Logos, the dull black ground as the Universal Oversoul or 
the 2nd Logos, and the central point of light as the active Soul or the 3rd Logos at the 
head of Being at the “dawn” of differentiation—the appearance of conventional reality 
against the backdrop of ultimate reality.17 This active Soul is the second “One” since 
there are, “properly speaking, two ‘ONES’—the one on the unreachable plane of 
Absoluteness and Infinity” and the other one on the “plane of Emanations.”18 The first 
One of ultimate reality can “neither emanate nor be divided” as it is “eternal, 
absolute, and immutable,” but the second One can “do all this” in the “Universe of 
Illusion.”19 As the head of Being, the active Soul oversees the seven cosmic planes 
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from Atman on down through the objective world in all its interrelatedness and 
interconnectivity. As such, it is the “Logos” that “crucifies” itself “in Space” for the 
duration of a “life cycle” for the “redemption” of Matter—and the individual that links 
himself with it becomes Plato’s “man-god.”20  
      
Unconditioned consciousness is the “Causeless Cause” from which the active Soul 
as the “First Cause” arises.21 Actually, unconditioned consciousness is not even a 
cause but only a “propelling” of  “causality” since infinity can neither “emanate” nor 
“create.”22 While this causal propellant is “outside the province of legitimate 
speculation,” it reveals itself to the human mind as the emptiness of the unknowable 
or Nirvana.23 But the arising of the “First Cause” establishes the conventional 
consciousness “which wells up” within each human being.24 Trying to “pass in 
thought” from the conventional consciousness of conditioned existence to the 
ultimate reality of the causal propellant leads to an impress on the human mind of 
“Absolute Negation.”25 But absolute negation does not mean nihilism; absolute 
negation can lead to affirmation. From a philosophical perspective, the negation of 
the identity of something as one particular thing does not prevent the establishment 
of an identity for that something as another particular thing. For example, the 
recognition that the causal propellant is not conventional consciousness projects 
through its very negation the idea that another particular thing such as ultimate 
reality could be relevant to the existence of that conventional consciousness. 
Similarly, the denial of conventional consciousness to the Causeless Cause does not 
eliminate the possible affirmation of its unconditioned consciousness. Absolute 
negation can in fact affirm an alternate existence to existence. The Causeless Cause 
as absolute negation is the alternate existence to the existence of the active Soul. 
      
The unborn cosmic atom is both alternate existence and existence. This alternate 
existence is a mode of living independent of a perceiving consciousness. It has to be 
independent in its unconditioned state because all perceiving consciousnesses are 
conventionally conditioned in dependent relations where there is necessarily a 
“dualism.”26 Either this alternate existence as ultimate reality is “absolute and 
unconditioned” with “no relation to anything nor to anyone” or it is “bound and 
conditioned” and then “cannot be called the Absolute.”27 If relation in ultimate reality 
is asserted then unconditioned absoluteness is denied. This is because relation 
implies conditioned consciousness and conditioned consciousness implies duality. If 
relation is denied then unconditioned absoluteness is asserted. This is because lack 
of relation implies lack of dependence and lack of dependence implies a state of 
unconditioned absoluteness or emptiness. There is no distinction of parts in a 
uniform continuum such as emptiness; no part can be isolated to distinguish it from 
others. Therefore, Be-ness, as Parabrahman, can have “no relation to the 
bounded.”28 On the other hand, Being, which is “finite and conditioned,” can have 
“relation to something else.”29 As a result, the unborn cosmic atom is both relational 
and non-relational. The unborn cosmic atom is One, but the characterization of that 
Oneness allows it to appear either as Being or Be-ness where dependence and 
emptiness exist in every monadic point throughout its fabric. Experience can either 
be unconditioned absoluteness or conditioned consciousness at every monadic 
point. 
      
From an even deeper philosophical perspective, the unborn cosmic atom is actually 
neither relational nor non-relational; it is neither existent nor alternately existent. The 
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non-relational and alternately existent aspect is simply an approximation to ultimate 
reality. Non-relation is merely the nonexistence of relation; alternate existence is 
merely the nonexistence of existence. But ultimate reality—being both—transcends 
both since it is not solely one or the other. H.P. Blavatsky referred to this 
transcendence as “meta-spirit.”30 For her, this meta-spirit was the “TOTAL” 
independent of all relation—even independent of its refutation or negation.31***   
      
Finally, the manifested Universe in Space is “pervaded by duality” as a result of 
Fohat, or cosmic energy, operating in the original field of self-grasping to separate 
and divide the arising individual identities into relations where they are dependent on 
each other.32 Fohat brings about the appearances in conventional reality. By fully 
differentiating the manifested Universe from its root-source of the bare subjectivity of 
Mulaprakriti, the astral-physical atoms blossom into fully dependent relationships. 
But each atom, as a reflection in the Universe of Illusion of the unborn cosmic atom, 
displays its own characterization of Being and Be-ness. Thus, the dependent 
relations of atoms in the conventional reality of the manifested Universe only make 
up one part of what is actually going on. The other part of what is actually going on is 
the Be-ness of unconditioned consciousness with its independence of relation for 
that particular astral-physical atom. Atoms that are dependent on each other are also 
completely independent of such dependent relations. And so the unborn cosmic 
atom is replete with these atoms that are both full and void. They are merely 
reflections of the One Principle’s infinite substance that sets the pattern for this most 
wondrous and mysterious paradox: Ultimate reality is always the same, but the 
ultimate reality for one individual is not the same as the ultimate reality for another 
individual. It is a shared experience and yet we retain our identity.  
 
Notes and Sources: 
 
** Whether Mulaprakriti technically differentiates, subdivides, or simply 
emanates/radiates the active Soul is open to debate. The process is spoken of 
differently in numerous places. For example, H.P. Blavatsky asserted that 
Mulaprakriti “never differentiates but only emanates or radiates its first born 
Mahatattva.”33 The active Soul as the central point of light is treated as the “first 
differentiation of the ever-unknowable PRINCIPLE.”34 In this way, abstract Space is 
never subdivided. On the other hand, H.P. Blavatsky suggested that “differentiation” 
begins in the “latent World-Thought” of the 2nd Logos as Mulaprakriti.35 Mulaprakriti, 
as the Mother Goddess, is “both differentiated and undifferentiated.”36 In her 
commentary on The Secret Doctrine, she established the existence of “subdivisions” 
of “unknown quantities” of the 2nd Logos.37 Mulaprakriti must be subdivided if 
Pradhana and Prakriti are to be considered its lower aspects. Perhaps H.P. 
Blavatsky’s advice in The Key to Theosophy should be heeded—“We need not 
quarrel over terms.”38  
 
***In Buddhism, H.P. Blavatsky’s meta-spirit is Swabhavat or Adi-Buddha (the 
primordial wisdom), the one basic element that unifies Parabraman and Mulaprakriti 
but, in doing so, transcends both.    
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LAST WORD: THE GREAT IMPORTANCE OF HARMONY – Fiona Odgren. 

 The struggle to maintain balance and harmony is, according to the Ageless Wisdom 
teachings, a universal one affecting all forms of life, from the minutest particle to the 
greatest galaxy. Harmony is not only a great concept but also represents the very 
essence of things and is in fact a fundamental law of the universe. 

 On the human level when we experience disharmony, either with others or simply 
because of some feeling of inadequacy or disappointment with ourselves, we know 
instinctively that this is not the way things should be and the struggle then begins to 
re-establish a more harmonious state. Being human, though, we are all too often 
swayed by the power and heat of our emotions and so the struggle to re-establish 
harmony is a daunting one usually incurring much suffering. 

 Thinking and the use of the mind are significant keys in this struggle and this echoes 
especially the teachings of the Buddha. One of His main missions was to help 
humanity come to some understanding of the cause of suffering. In His great 
compassion and wisdom, He expounded the Four Noble Truths, being: Suffering 
which delineates "Trishna", meaning literally ‘thirst’ or 'desire' as the major 'culprit'. 
He then outlined the Eight-fold Path as the means for ending suffering which include 
Right Understanding, Right Thought, Right Speech, Right Action, Right Livelihood, 
Right Effort, Right Mindfulness and Right Concentration. ‘Thinking’ is paramount in 
all these 'Rights'. 

 The great "Unerring Law of Karma" - as HP Blavatsky describes it - has a powerful 
link with the law of harmony for it is the main means by which imbalances are 
checked and harmony is re-established - whether it be on an atomic, human, 
planetary, or galactic level. All things, all kingdoms of nature, all aspects of the 
microcosm and macrocosm are subject to this amazing process which comes into 
being at the very 'first flutter of re-nascent life' with the re-emergence of the 
Universe. – Fiona Odgren, Vancouver Island, Canada.  

 

 


